
CFR EARLY INSIGHT #30
THE PLATFORMIZATION OF RETAILING

Center for Retailing (CFR) at the Stockholm School of Economics has a mission to provide 
high-level academic education and to conduct world-class research on retailing in close 
collaboration with the Swedish retail industry. CFR Early Insight is a breakfast seminar series 
through which CFR faculty members share insights from ongoing research projects. The series 
provides a platform for employees at our partner companies to meet and discuss current 
challenges in retailing.
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The case of the orange socks





What do we 
know about 
platforms?

“Winner-takes-all” markets: Concentration, powerful 
players, Keystone organizations

Corporate Scope: What to sell within and across 
categories?

Customer base heterogeneity: Who are your 
customers?

Governance: How do you manage the platform? 

Rietveld & Schilling (2021)



Pipelines, 
platforms, and 
hybrids
(Reinartz et al 
2020)



The Amazon effect

Before: The “Amazon is coming…” retail events theme

2021-2022 news items

Amazon impact overexaggerated

Tough start for Amazon

April 2023

Amazon growing in Sweden despite e-commerce struggles

What do we know from research

“7 years to takeoff”, innovations can take time



Suggestions for retailers



Characteristics of a healthy 
business ecosystem

Productivity

Robustness

Niche Creation



Threats to the 
ecosystem

Productivity – from record stores 
to online streaming

Robustness - Spotify, Universal 
records changed to Universal 
music group

Niche Creation – artist agencies



Different type of platforms (Jacobides et al, 2016)

Generic – “no vested interest to align and act as a group”

Price-based platforms, generalists or specialists

Edgeworth - joint production/consumption enhances value or there are increasing 
returns of consumption and dynamic effects in production

Value-based platforms, complement-based







The brand aggregation platform model

Brand aggregation

Transaction facilitator and mediator

Cross-category

Narrow activities

Online-born

Platformized retailer

External inventory

Standardized user experience



Flagship stores



The brand flagship platform model

Brand flagship

Multiple goals (customer relationships, loyalty, community building, guidance, inspiration)

Within-category specialist

Broad activities

Offline-born product brand

Internal inventory

Individualized user experience



Brand flagship platforms: Goals and building blocks
(from Wichmann et al, 2022)







Retailer roles in platformization

1. Retailers are highly competitive for generic complements

2. Retailers can become sellers of products within platform ecosystems

3. Retailers may experiment with their own platform ecosystems due to, for instance, 
lower cost of distribution or building strong multidimensional customer 
relationships



CFR EARLY INSIGHT

Thoughts, comments, ideas:

karl.strelis@hhs.se
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